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PERTINENT UTAH STATUTES AND RULES 
1. Section 30-3-4(l)(b), U.C.A. which states the following: 
A decree of divorce may not be granted upon default or otherwise except 
upon legal evidence taken in the cause. If a decree is to be entered upon the 
default of the respondent, evidence to support the decree may be submitted upon 
the affidavit of the Appellee with the approval of the court. 
* * * 
All hearings and trials for divorce shall be held before the Court or the 
Court Commissioner as provided by Section 78-3-31 and Rules of the Judicial 
Council. The Court or the Commissioner in all divorce cases shall enter the 
decree upon the evidence or, in the case of a decree after default of the 
respondent, upon the petitioner's affidavit. 
2. Rule 54, U.R.C.P. 
* * * 
(c). Demand for Judgment. 
(c)(1). Generally. Except as to a party against whom a judgment is 
entered by default, every final judgment shall grant the relief to which the party in 
whose favor it is rendered is entitled, even if the party has not demanded such 
relief in his pleadings.... 
(c)(2). Judgment by Default. Judgment by default shall not be different in 
kind from, or exceed in amount, that specifically prayed for in the demand for 
judgment. 
3. Rule 55, U.R.C.P. 
(a) Entry. When a party against whom a judgment for affirmative relief is 
sought has failed to plead or otherwise defend as provided by these Rules and that 
fact is made to appear the Clerk shall enter the default of that party. 
(b) Judgment. Judgment by default may be entered as follows: 
# * * 
(b)(2) By the Court. In all other cases the party entitled to a 
judgment by default shall apply to the Court therefore. If, in order to 
enable the Court to enter judgment or to carry it into effect, it is necessary 
to take an account or to determine the amount of damages or to establish 
J 
the truth of any averment by evidence, or to make an investigation of any 
other matter, the Court may conduct such hearings or order such 
references as it deems necessary and proper. 
* * * 
5. Rule 4-504 UCJA. Written orders, judgments and decreed. [As of 2002prior 
to repeal Nov. 2003]. 
Intent: 
To establish a uniform procedure for submitting written orders, judgments, 
and decrees to the court. This rule is not intended to change existing law with 
respect to the enforceability of unwritten agreements. 
Applicability: 
This rule shall apply to all civil proceedings in courts of record except 
small claims. 
Statement of the Rule: 
(1) In all rulings by a court, counsel for the party or parties obtaining the 
ruling shall within fifteen days, or within a shorter time as the court may direct, 
file with the court a proposed order, judgment, or decree in conformity with the 
ruling. 
(2) Copies of the proposed findings, judgments, and orders shall be served 
upon opposing counsel before being presented to the court for signature unless the 
court otherwise orders. Notice of objections shall be submitted to the court and 
counsel within five days after service. 
(3) Stipulated settlements and dismissals shall also be reduced to writing 
and presented to the court for signature within fifteen days of the settlement and 
dismissal. 
(4) All orders, judgments, and decrees shall be prepared in such a manner 
as to show whether they are entered upon the stipulation of counsel, the motion of 
counsel or upon the court's own initiative and shall identify the attorneys of 
record in the cause or proceeding in which the judgment order or decree id made. 
(5) Except where otherwise ordered, all judgments and decrees shall 
contain, if known, the judgment debtor's address or last known address and social 
security number. 
(6) All judgments and decrees shall be prepared as separate documents 
and shall not include any matters by reference unless otherwise directed by the 
court. Orders not constituting judgments or decrees may be made a part of the 
documents containing the stipulation or motion upon which the order is based. 
(7) No orders, judgments, or decrees based upon stipulation shall be 
signed or entered unless the stipulation is in writing, signed by the attorneys of 
record for the respective parties and filed with the clerk or the stipulation was 
made on the record. 
2 
(8) In all cases where judgment is rendered upon a written obligation to 
pay money and a judgment has previously been rendered upon the same written 
obligation, the plaintiff or plaintiffs counsel shall attach to the new complaint a 
copy of all previous judgments based upon the same written obligation. 
(9) Nothing in this rule shall be construed to limit the power of any court, 
upon a proper showing, to enforce a settlement agreement or any other agreement 
which has not been reduced to writing. 
3 
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MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
CASE NO. 014902286 
This matter is before the Court on Petitioner's Motion for Entry of Default, filed 
September 15, 2008 and properly served on the Respondent. This matter came before the 
Court the Honorable Michelle Blomquist, for hearing on August 28, 2008. At that time the 
Commissioner recommended the granting of Petitioner's Motion to Compel Discovery 
responses, the Commissioner having found that Respondent previously had not responded 
* 
to any discovery request. The Commissioner ordered that all previously propounded 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents be answered by September 5, 
2008 at 5:00 p.m. The Commissioner's recommendation is an order of this Court until 
vacated by a Judge. This Court signed the Order September 26, 2008. 
Petitioner alleges that Respondent failed to comply with the Order on the Motion to 
Compel. Respondent has failed to respond to Petitioner's Motion for Entry of Default and 
this Court has no other pleadings or other response confirming the submission of disarverj 
to Petitioner. 
f 
Therefore, because Respondent has failed to respond to Petitioner's Motion , this 
Court's review of the pleadings and for good cause appearing, Petitioner's Motion for 
Entry of Default is granted. Respondent's answer is stricken, his default is hereby entered. 
Based on the Court's ruling and the entry of Respondent's default, the trial is 
stricken. The Court will address the certified contempt issues on Tuesday, October 7, 2008 
at 9:00 a.m. 
Dated this ^ day of %(J - .2008. 
S 9\b£ 
FILED DISTRIGi U0UKT 
Third Judicial District 
KELLIE F. WILLIAMS #3493 
ALLISON R. LIBRETT #8859 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
CORPORON & WILLIAMS 
405 South Main Street, Suite 700 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. 014902286 
Judge Judith S. Atherton 
Comm. Michelle Blomquist 
THE ABOVE-CAPTION MATTER having come on regularly before the Court at the time 
of trial on October 7, 2008, on Respondent's contempt, and the Petitioner having previously 
submitted her Verified Amended Trial Brief, and having affirmed the facts and allegations contained 
thereon in the requested relief therein, and the Respondent's default having been previously entered 
by a Minute Entry and Order dated October 2,2008, and Respondent's answer and pleadings having 
been stricken and pleadings contained herein, and based thereon and good cause appearing 
thereforth, the Court now makes and enters the following: 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The parties were married on December 10, 1993 in Highland, Utah. At the date of 
the parties' marriage, Petitioner was twenty (20) years of age and Respondent was thirty eight (38) 
years of age. 
2. The parties have two children, Audrey Coats, who was born December 20,1994 and 
is now thirteen (13) years old; and Ashley Coats, who was born April 20, 1999 and is now nine (9) 
years old. 
3. During the parties' marriage, the Petitioner was a homemaker. The Respondent is 
a real estate developer and had been a licensed real estate broker in the state of Utah for many years. 
Respondent owned a company called Peter Coats Reality Management Company, Inc. 
4. In June, 1994, before Petitioner gave birth to the parties first child on December 22, 
1994, Respondent was charged with a second degree felony offense of sexual abuse of a child. On 
August 25, 1995, he was convicted in a jury trial. He was sentenced to the Utah Sate Prison in 
January, 1996. After spending approximately 14 years in prison, his case was overturned on Appeal. 
The State did not retry the case, but accepted Respondent's plea to a Class A misdemeanor child 
abuse offense. During Respondent's imprisonment, Petitioner remained in the parties home raising 
their daughter. Respondent's then secretary, Janet Wilkerson, made support payments to Petitioner 
from the business assets. Petitioner believed Respondents assurances that the alleged child sexual 
abuse had not taken place. Later, she discovered Respondent and her then teenage sister, Emily 
Hayes, in a compromising position in one of the bedrooms in the parties' home. At the time, 
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Respondent denied an inappropriate sexual relationship with Emily, but Petitioner, subsequent to 
the parties separation, discovered Emily's abuse recovery workbook, which identified Respondent 
as a perpetrator of sexual abuse. 
5. In the year 2001, the marriage had hopelessly broken down and Petitioner filed for 
divorce on April 16, 2001. 
6. An order of bifurcating the parties; divorce was entered in this matter on June 3,2005. 
Within said Decree, Petitioner was awarded the primary physical and legal custody of the parties' 
minor children. Petitioner is a fit and proper parent to be awarded the custody of said minor children 
and there is no reason to disturb the previous custody order as contained in the Decree of Divorce 
dated June 3, 2005. 
7. The parties divorce decree also awarded Respondent parent-time, and entered 
restrictions on the exercise of parent-time. In an order styled Order on Order to Show Cause, Motion 
to Compel, and Motion in Re: Contempt, and Motion for Entry of Judgment, entered September 29, 
2008, subsequent to hearing August 28, 2008, Respondent was awarded no overnight parent-time, 
based upon his violation of the prior court orders and was awarded daytime parent-time only. It is 
in the best interest of the minor children that Respondent exercise no overnight parent-time with the 
minor children. Based upon Respondent's violation of the prior court orders regarding the exercise 
of parent-time in the presence of his live in girlfriends and his prior criminal history and the prior 
relationship with Petitioner's younger sister, it is reasonable that any parent-time exercised by 
Respondent would not include overnights. 
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8. While Respondent has had some parent-time on Tuesdays, it is not in the best interest 
of the minor children to continue mid-week parent-time on Tuesdays. Mid-week parent-time should 
occur on Wednesday from 5:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. In the event the Court continues to award 
alternate weekends, Respondent's alternate weekend parent-time should be from Friday at 5:30 p.m. 
until 8:30 p.m., Saturday from 9:00 a.m. until 8:30 p.m., and Sunday from 9:00 a.m. until 8:30 p.m. 
Holidays should be pursuant to statute, but from 9:00 a.m. until 8:30 p.m., or 7:00 p.m. as designated 
within the statute, with the exception of July 4 t h , and July 24th. In the event that Respondent is 
desirous of expanded parent-time, then Respondent should be responsible for paying for a private 
guardian ad litem and/or parent-time evaluation, and the foregoing parent time should continue until 
or unless a recommendation is made otherwise and the court deems it appropriate to modify or 
expand parent time. 
9. During the parties' marriage and these proceedings, Respondent's income was 
determined to be $112,760.00, annually. It is reasonable that Respondent be imputed with the 
income that he was found to be earning at the time of the temporary orders of support. Utah Code 
Ann.§78B-12-301 is the statute which applies. Based upon imputing minimum wage to Petitioner 
and based upon Respondent's income of $9,3 97.00, per month, Respondent should pay child support 
in the sum of $1,562.00, per month, until such time as the eldest child attains the age of 18 years or 
graduates from high school in due course, whichever last occurs, at which time the child support 
should be reduced to the sum of $952.00. The calculations are pursuant to the child support 
worksheets which are attached as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by reference. Further, said 
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child support should be paid through an automatic transfer from Respondent's account, to 
Petitioner's account, on or before the first day of each month in which it is due. 
10. Petitioner should be awarded income withholding, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §78B-
12-113 and 114. 
11. Petitioner should maintain in force the health and accident insurance that she can 
secure through a private policy, currently in the sum of $354.24, and Respondent should pay her the 
sum of $ 118.08, each month, on or before the first day of each month, as his share of the children's 
health insurance premium. The parties should continue to share the health insurance premium 
associated with the minor children as to each child, until that child attains the age of 18 years or 
graduates from high school in due course, which ever last occurs. Each party should also pay one-
half of the out of pocket costs, of all reasonable and necessary uninsured medical, dental, 
orthodontic, optical, expenses incurred for the benefit of the minor children, including deductibles 
and copayments actually paid by Petitioner. Petitioner should provide written verification of the cost 
and payment of the medical expense to Respondent within thirty (30) days of payment, and 
Respondent should reimburse Petitioner, no later than thirty (30) days after proof is provided to him. 
The obligation to share uncovered medical expense should continue until the children attain the age 
of 18 years or graduate from high school in their normal and expected year of graduation, whichever 
last occurs. Further, given the prior acts of Respondent, it is reasonable that if any therapeutic 
intervention is needed for the minor children, that Respondent be responsible for any and all costs 
associated with the children's therapy. 
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12. Respondent is in arrears in his one-half share of uncovered medical expenses 
associated with the minor children, and judgment should enter in favor of Petitioner against 
Respondent in the sum of $854.37. 
13. Both children are in braces. The current contracts total $7,000.00. Respondent 
should be ordered to pay the sum of $3,500.00, which should be paid directly to the provider, or to 
Petitioner, forthwith. 
14. In the event that work related child care becomes necessary, the parties should share 
those costs equally, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §78B-12-214. 
15. Each party should be awarded the right to claim one child as a dependent for purposes 
of the calculation of his or her state and federal income taxes, so long as Respondent is current in 
his family support obligation as of December 31 of any given tax year in which the child is to be 
claimed. Once there is one child remaining, the parties should alternate that exemption, again, so 
long as Respondent is current in his support obligation. 
16. Petitioner is informed and believes that there still exists certain accounts that have 
been established for the benefit of the parties' minor children. Respondent should be made to 
provide verification of those accounts and Petitioner should be replaced as Trustee. 
17. Each party should be awarded any and all personal property or vehicles in his or her 
own possession. 
18. The parties have acquired a marital residence located at 13266 South Sweet Caroline 
Drive, Riverton, Utah. The Petitioner should be awarded the permanent use and possession and all 
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right, title, and interest, in the marital residence. The legal description, of the home is as follows: 
Tax ED No.: 27-35-352-009, LOT 2, SHADOW RIDGE ESTATES PHASE 1. 7124-2783 9030-4574. 
Pursuant to the Order in Re: Contempt, Respondent should maintain the mortgage obligation 
encumbering the home and remove the mortgage obligations from the marital residence no later than 
February 1, 2009. Respondent should Quit Claim the real property to Petitioner within seven (7) 
days of the entry of the Decree. The home has a value of $475,000.00, and if the property was 
divided equally, each party would receive equity of approximately $237,500.00. Though the lot that 
the home was built on was premarital, it has lost its premarital identity, and has been comingled and 
the property enhanced by the actions of the parties as a couple, and by Petitioner, individually. 
Petitioner has expended approximately $30,000.00, in maintaining the home, which is a sum at least 
equal to any premarital value that may have existed. The home should be awarded to Petitioner free 
and clear of any interest of Respondent, however, given the calculations set forth below in paragraph 
26. 
19. The parties own property known as, Lot 4, Shadow Ridge Estates phase 4, Tax ED 
number 27-35-353-012 and more particularly described as follows: LOT 4y SHADOW RIDGE 
ESTATES PHASE 4. It is reasonable that this court transfer all right, title and interest in Lot 4, to 
Petitioner, so that Petitioner can sell the property, if possible, to Respondent's brother, David F. 
Ward. The contract sales price of $133,635.00 should be the presumed sales price. Pursuant to the 
Order on Stipulation, dated May 19, 2005, from the proceeds of the sale of Lot 4, Petitioner should 
receive the first $61,128.02, for payment of marital debt, as previously ordered by this court. The 
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balance of the proceeds should be awarded to Petitioner as partial recompense for the amounts owing 
by Respondent to Petitioner as set forth below, in paragraph 26. In addition to the foregoing, the 
Respondent should be made to cooperate fully in resolving the outstanding lawsuit between the 
parties and Respondent's brother, David Ward, associated with Lot 4. Respondent should also 
indemnify Petitioner in the event of any judgment or future attorneys fees are incurred incident to 
that lawsuit. 
20. The parties acquired a parcel of real property known as the "North Parcel", 11615 S. 
Lampton View Drive, in South Jordan. This was a marital asset, as it was acquired subsequent to 
the marriage. Any monies previously received by Petitioner should be confirmed to her. However, 
the property was foreclosed upon and the trustee's sale netted $3,600,000.00. Respondent caused 
the prior sales to fail, including one sale of the North Parcel for $5,200,000.00. Had Respondent 
cooperated in the sale of the North Parcel, the parties' proceeds therefrom would have been 
approximately as follows: 
Total Sales Price: $5,200,000.00 
Commissions & Cost of Sales (7%) <364,000.00> 
1995 Trust Deed, 1999 Note & Brad 
Smith Attorneys Fees <L610.210.97> 
Sub Total $3,225,789.00 
Michael Ward 9.82% <316,772.48> 
Balance to be Divided $2,909,016.70 
- 2 equals $1,454,508.30 
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21. Because of the foreclosure sale to Respondent's relatives, Petitioner and Respondent 
each received only approximately $931,000.00, for a difference of $523,508.00, each, which is the 
cost that should be assessed to Respondent and paid to Petitioner as damages for Respondent's 
dissipation and contempt. That sum should be paid to Petitioner from the sale of the South Parcel 
of the South Jordan property as set forth below in paragraph 26. 
22. Shortly before the parties' marriage the Respondent acquired a property in South 
Jordan which the parties referred to as the "South Parcel", TAX ID # 27-23-376-020, 11741 S. 
Lampton View Dr., South Jordan, more particularly described as follows: 
BEGINNING at a point South 88 °50'00" West 4.587feet and South 651.760 feet from the Northeast 
corner of Lot 66 of Clover Ridge Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof on file in the 
office of the Salt Lake County Recorder, said point also being approximately North 1119.2 feet and 
East 2133.7 feet and North 88°50f East 14.57 feet from the Southwest corner of Section 23, 
Township 3 South, Range 1 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and running thence along said 
subdivision and along Beckstead Ditch and following 7 courses; thence South 34 043'34,, West 
138.323 feet; thence South 15 °21 '03" West 188.830feet; thence South 03 °39'36" West 163.570feet; 
thence South 20 °27'08" East 69.790feet; thence South 76 °08f52,fEast 155.360feet; thence South 
64°28'3rf East 200.900 feet; thence South 33°33'28" East 91.680 feet; thence leaving said 
subdivision but continuing along the Beckstead ditch South 10 056'19" East 403.30 feet; thence 
leaving the Beckstead ditch East 732.177 feet to the West line of the Jordan River; thence along the 
West line of the Jordan River the following 5 courses; thence North 29 °54'01" East 336.184 feet; 
thence North 07 °22'27" West 270.659feet; thence North 51 °28'14" West 165.537feet; thence North 
39 O50'14" West 174.332 feet; thence North 27 °25'10" West 170.263 feet; thence leaving the West 
lin of the Jordan River West 348.189 feet to a point on a 620.000 foot radius curve to the right 
(Bearing to center is North 87 °12'43" East, Delta=00 °25'37"); thence along the arc of said curve 
4.620 feet; thence South 87°38'20" West 60.00 feet; thence West 322.520 feet; thence North 
43 °01 '38 " West 233.131 feet to the point of beginning 
A substantial amount of marital funds went into the property, the total of which Petitioner 
is not privy to, because of lack of discovery responses from Respondent. Nevertheless, one thing 
is clear, and that is that a 1995 Trust Deed encumbering the South Parcel, was paid off by the 
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foreclosure sale of the North Parcel, thus reducing the proceeds payable to Petitioner and 
Respondent, by the sum of $532,329.71. Given the fact that the payment of that Trust Deed freed 
up the South Parcel and diminished Petitioner's proceeds from the sale of the property by one-half 
of that sum, or $266,164.81, Petitioner should be reimbursed that sum from the sale of the South 
Parcel. 
23. Petitioner should be awarded a judgment lien, retroactive to the date of the filing of 
the lis pendens, for the sums owed by Respondent to Petitioner as set forth below in paragraph 26. 
Respondent should be ordered to remove any trust deeds or notes, or other easements or 
encumbrances on the South Parcel, which were placed by him or recorded by him, after the filing 
of the Petition for divorce on April 16, 2001. 
24. On numerous occasions, the award of attorneys fees to Petitioner has been reserved 
for trial, including the last hearing before Commissioner Blomquist on August 28, 2008, and as 
ordered by the Court at the time of trial on October 7, 2008, and the Order in Re: Contempt. 
Petitioner has previously paid Mr. Alvin Lundgren, the sum of $50,243.68. As set forth in Mr. 
Lundgren's Affidavit, this was primarily due to the contemptuous acts of Respondent. Petitioner 
has paid Michael K. Mohrman the sum of $156,711.87. Further, Petitioner has paid Bryce D. 
Panzer, $105,456.50. It is unknown as yet what the final attorneys fees due to Kellie F. Williams, 
of Corporon & Williams will be, it is presumed that it will be upwards of $40,000.00. Pursuant to 
the Order in Re: Contempt, it is reasonable that Respondent be ordered to pay Petitioner's attorneys 
and court costs, except for those Petitioner has paid to Bryce D. Panzer, which fees paid to Bryce D. 
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Panzer is reserved. The total awarded to Petitioner, therefore, should be $240,220.07, which 
includes Petitioner's fees paid to, or owed to Kellie F. Williams, payment to her in an updated 
Affidavit of Attorneys Fees, submitted subsequent to trial. 
25. In addition to ensuring the payment to Petitioner, of the $61,128.02 previously 
ordered to be paid to her, by the Order on Stipulation, dated May 19, 2005, the court should order 
Respondent to pay the sum of $ 10,000.00, representing one-half of the $20,000.00, which Petitioner 
has paid to Brent Overson, realtor, for unpaid commissions due and owing. Petitioner is aware of 
no other marital debt. 
26. Petitioner acknowledged that Respondent would be entitled to $237,500.00, in equity 
or value associated with the Sweet Caroline Drive property, and $36,253.49 from Lot 4. Given the 
award of those two properties to Petitioner, Petitioner would then "owe" Respondent the sum of 
$273,753.49. However, Respondent owes Petitioner the following: 
Dissipation/contempt/North Parcel: $523,508.00 
One-half 1995 trust deed note: $266,164.85 
Attorneys fees: $240,220.07 
Therefore, less the equity owed to Respondent, $273,753.49, the total owed by Respondent 
to Petitioner is $756,139.43. This sum of $756,139.43, should be paid to Petitioner upon the sale 
of the South Parcel and the balance of the proceeds from said sale should be awarded to Respondent. 
BASED UPON the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now makes and enters the 
following: 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The court has jurisdiction over the parties of this action and the subject matter of this 
action. 
2. A Supplemental Decree of Divorce should be awarded to Petitioner in conformance 
with the foregoing Supplemental Findings of Fact. 
DATED this Jj^ day of " ^ L r J y 2008. 
BY THE COURT 
,£—, 
v Third Dfetrjct'Courtlfudge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of October 2008,1 caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to 
be [^mailed, postage prepaid, [ ] hand-delivered, [ ] sent via facsimile to: 
Peter Coats 
7981 South 2760 West 
West Jordan, Utah 84088 
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-EXHIBIT "A" 
/I 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CAROLINE HAYES GRAYDON, 
PETER COATS 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY) 
Base Combined Child Support Obligation Table , 
[ ] 78B-12-301(1) 
[X] 78B-12-302(2) Effective January 1 2008 
Civil No 014902286 
MOTHER FATHER COMBINED 
1 Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for 
whom support is to be awarded. 
2a Esnter the father's and mother's gross monthly income Refer to 
Instructions for definition of income 
2b Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid (Do not enter 
alimony ordered for this case) 
2c Euiter previously ordered child support (Do not enter obligations ordered 
for the children m Line 1) 
2d OPTIONAL Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children m Present 
I Home Worksheet for either parent 
3 Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a This is the Adjusted Gross Income 
for child support purposes 
4 Take the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of children rn Line 1 
to the Support Table Find the Base Combmed Support Obligation Enter it 
here 
5 Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross m Line 3 by the COMBINED 
[adjusted monthly gross in Line 3 
6 Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of 
the Base Support Obligation 
7 BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD Bring down the amount(s) from Line 
6 or enter the amounts(s) from the Low Income table per U C A 78B-12-205 
The parent(s) without physical custody of the children) pay(s) the amount(s) 
all 12 months of the year 
8 Which parent is the obligor*? ( ) Mother JJ XFather ( ) Both 
9 Is the support award the same as the guideline amount m hne V ( ) Yes ( ) No 
If NO, enter the amount(s) ordered $ (Father) $ (Mother) and answer number 10 
10 What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation'? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other 
Attorney Bar No ( ) Electronic Filing ( ) Manual Filing 6/2000 
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IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Caroline Hayes Graydon, 
vs. 
Peter Coats 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY) 
Base Combined Child Support Obligation Table: 
[ ] 78B-12-301(1) 
[X] 78B-12-302(2) Effective January 1, 2008 
Civil No. 014902286 
MOTHER FATHER COMBINED 
1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for 
whom support is to be awarded. 
2a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to 
Instructions for definition of income. 
12b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter 
i alimony ordered for this case). 
2c. Enter previously ordered child support. (Do not enter obligations ordered 
for the children ifl Line 1). 
2d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present 
Home Worksheet for either parent. 
3. Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income 
for child support purposes. 
4. Take the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of children in Line 1 
to the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it 
here. 
5. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 3 by the COMBINED 
adjusted monthly gross in Line 3. 
6. Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of 
the Base Support Obligation. 
7. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Bring down the amount(s) from Line 
6 or enter the amounts(s) from the Low Income table perU.C.A. 78B-12-205. 
The parent(s) without physical custody of the children) pay(s) the amount(s) 
all 12 months of the year. 
8. Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother <X) Father ( )Both 
9. Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 7? ( ) Yes ( )No 
If NO, enter the amount(s) ordered: $ (Father) $ (Mother) and answer number 10. 
10. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage | 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other: 
Attorney Bar No. ( ) Electronic Filing ( ) Manual Filing 6/2000 
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KELLIE F. WILLIAMS #3493 
ALLISON R. LIBRETT #8859 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
CORPORON & WILLIAMS 
405 South Main Street, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 801-328-1162 
Facsimile: 801-363-8243 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CAROLINE HAYES GRAYDON fka 






DECREE OF DIVORCE 
Civil No. 014902286 
Judge Judith S. Atherton 
Comm. Michelle Blomquist 
THE ABOVE-CAPTION MATTER having come on regularly before the Court at the time 
of trial on October 7, 2008, on Respondent's contempt, and Petitioner having previously submitted 
her Verified Amended Trial Brief, and having affirmed the facts and allegations contained thereon 
in the requested relief therein, and Respondent's default having been previously entered by a Minute 
Entry and Order of the Court dated October 2,2008, and Respondent's answer and pleadings having 
been stricken, and the court having previously entered its Supplemental Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law; based thereon and for good cause appearing therefore, 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 
1. The parties were previously divorced by Decree of Divorce, entered in this matter on 
June 3, 2005. 
2. Petitioner was previously awarded the primary physical and legal custody of the 
parties' minor children, within the parties' bifurcated Decree, and said custody is reconfirmed, and 
Petitioner is awarded the primary physical and legal custody of the parties' minor children, Audrey 
and Ashley. 
3. Respondent shall not have any overnight parent-time, based upon his violation of the 
prior court orders, and shall be awarded daytime parent-time only. Respondent's Tuesday parent 
time is discontinued. Respondent is awarded mid-week parent-time on Wednesday from 5:30 p.m. 
until 8:30 p.m. In the event the Court continues to award alternate weekends, Respondent's alternate 
weekend parent-time shall be from Friday at 5:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m., Saturday from 9:00 a.m. until 
8:30 p.m., and Sunday from 9:00 a.m. until 8:30 p.m. Holidays shall be pursuant to statute, but from 
9:00 a.m. until 8:30 p.m., or 7:00 p.m. as designated within the statute, with the exception of July 
4th, and July 24th. In the event that Respondent is desirous of expanded parent-time, then Respondent 
shall be responsible for paying for a private guardian ad litem and/or parent-time evaluation, and the 
foregoing parent-time shall continue until or unless a recommendation is made otherwise and the 
court deems it appropriate to modify or expand parent-time. 
4. Based upon imputing minimum wage to Petitioner and based upon Respondent's 
income of $9,397.00 per month, and the provisions of U.C.A. §78B-12-3 01, Respondent is ordered 
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to pay child support in the sum of $1,562.00, per month, until such time as the eldest child attains 
the age of 18 years or graduates from high school in due course, whichever last occurs, at which time 
the child support shall reduce to the sum of $952.00. The calculations are pursuant to the child 
support worksheets which are attached as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by reference. Further, 
said child support is ordered to be paid through an automatic transfer from Respondent's account, 
to Petitioner's account, on or before the first day of each month in which it is due. 
5. Petitioner is hereby awarded income withholding, pursuant to U.C.A. §78B-12-113 
and 114. 
6. Petitioner shall maintain in force the health and accident insurance that she can secure 
through a private policy, currently in the sum of $354.24, and Respondent is ordered to pay 
Petitioner the sum of $ 118.08, each month, on or before the first day of each month, representing his 
share of the children's health insurance premium. The parties shall continue to share the health 
insurance premium associated with the minor children, as to each child, until that child attains the 
age of 18 years or graduates from high school in due course, which ever last occurs. Each party is 
ordered to pay one-half of the out of pocket costs of all reasonable and necessary uninsured medical, 
dental, orthodontic, optical, expenses incurred for the benefit of the minor children, including 
deductibles and copayments actually paid by Petitioner. Petitioner shall provide written verification 
of the cost and payment of the medical expense to Respondent within thirty (30) days of payment, 
and Respondent shall reimburse Petitioner, no later than thirty (30) days after proof is provided to 
him. The obligation to share uncovered medical expense shall continue until the children attain the 
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age of 18 years or graduate from high school in their normal and expected year of graduation, 
whichever last occurs. Further, given the prior acts of Respondent, if any therapeutic intervention 
is needed for the minor children, Respondent shall be responsible for any and all costs associated 
with the children's therapy. 
7. Respondent is in arrears in his one-half share of uncovered medical expenses 
associated with the minor children, and judgment is entered in favor of Petitioner, and against 
Respondent in the sum of $854.37, together with post-judgment interest thereon at the rate of 5.42%. 
8. Respondent is ordered to pay the sum of $3,500.00, for his one-half share of the 
orthodontia for the minor children, which sum shall be paid directly to the provider, or to Petitioner, 
forthwith. 
9. In the event that work related child care becomes necessary, the parties are ordered 
to share those costs equally, pursuant to U.C.A. §78B-12-214. 
10. Each party is awarded the right to claim one child as a dependent for purposes of the 
calculation of his or her state and federal income taxes, so long as Respondent is current m his family 
support obligation as of December 31st of any given tax year in which the child is to be claimed. 
Once there is one child remaining, the parties shall alternate that exemption, again, so long as 
Respondent is current in his support obligation. 
11. There exist certain accounts that have been established for the benefit of the parties' 
minor children. Respondent is ordered to provide verification of those accounts and Petitioner shall 
be replaced as Trustee. 
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12. Each party is awarded any and all personal property and vehicles in his or her own 
possession. 
13. Petitioner is hereby awarded the permanent use and possession and all right, title, and 
interest, in the marital residence located at 13266 South Sweet Caroline Drive, Riverton, Utah, and 
more particularly described as: LOT 2, SHADOW RIDGE ESTATES PH 1, tax ID No.: 
27-35-352-009. Respondent is ordered to maintain the mortgage obligation encumbering the home 
and is ordered to remove the mortgage obligations from the marital residence no later than February 
1, 2009. Respondent is ordered to Quit Claim the real property to Petitioner within seven (7) days 
of the entry of the Decree. 
14. The parties interest in Lot 4, Shadow Ridge Estates phase 4, and more particularly 
described as follows: LOT 4, SHADOW RIDGE ESTATES PHASE 4, tax ID number 27-35-353-
012, is awarded to Petitioner, and Respondent is ordered to transfer all right, title and interest in Lot 
4, to Petitioner. Petitioner shall then sell that property, and if possible, to Respondent's brother, 
David F. Ward. The contract sales price of $133,635.00, is the presumed sales price. From the 
proceeds of the sale of Lot 4, Petitioner is awarded the first $61,128.02, for payment of marital debt. 
The balance of the proceeds shall be awarded to Petitioner as partial recompense for the amounts 
owing by Respondent to Petitioner as set forth below, in paragraph 21. Respondent is ordered to 
cooperate fully in resolving the outstanding lawsuit between Petitioner and Respondent, and 
Respondent's brother, David Ward, associated with Lot 4. Respondent shall indemnify Petitioner 
in the event of any judgment or future attorneys fees are incurred incident to that lawsuit. 
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15. The parties previously owned a parcel of real property, referred to as the North Parcel 
- South Jordan. This property was foreclosed upon and the trustee's sale netted $3,600,000.00. Any 
monies previously received either by Petitioner or Respondent, is hereby confirmed in each. 
However, Respondent caused prior sales to fail, including one for the North Parcel for 
$5,200,000.00. Had Respondent cooperated in the sale of the North Parcel, the parties' proceeds 
therefrom would have been approximately as follows: 
Total Sales Price: $5,200,000.00 
Commissions & Cost of Sales (7%) <364,000.00> 
1995 Trust Deed, 1999 Note & Brad 
Smith Attorneys Fees (see P16) <1,610,210.97> 
Sub Total $3,225,789.00 
Michael Ward 9.82% <316,772.48> 
Balance to be Divided $2,909,016.70 
+ 2 equals $1,454,508.30 
16. Due to the foreclosure sale to Respondent's relatives, Petitioner and Respondent each 
received approximately $931,000.00, rather than $1,454,508.30, for a difference of $523,508.00, 
each. That loss and cost shall be assessed to Respondent and paid to Petitioner as damages for 
Respondent's dissipation and contempt. The sum shall be paid to Petitioner from the sale of the 
South Parcel of the South Jordan property, as set forth below in paragraph 21. 
17. Shortly prior to the parties' marriage, Respondent acquired an interest in a parcel of 
real property known as the South Parcel - South Jordan, and which is more particularly described 
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as follows: 
BEGINNING at a point South 88 ° 50f00" West 4.587 feet and South 651.760 feet 
from the Northeast corner of Lot 66 of Clover Ridge Subdivision, according to the 
official plat thereof on file in the office of the Salt Lake County Recorder, said point 
also being approximately North 1119.2 feet and East 2133.7feet and North 88° 50' 
East 14.57 feet from the Southwest corner of Section 23, Township 3 South, Range 
1 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, andrunning thence along said subdivision and 
along Beckstead Ditch and following 7 courses; thence South 34°43'34n West 
138.323 feet; thence South 15 °2V03" West 188.830 feet; thence South 03 °39'36" 
West 163.570 feet; thence South 20 °27'08" East 69.790 feet; thence South 76° 
08'52" East 155.360feet; thence South 64 °28'31" East 200.900feet; thence South 
33 °33 '28 "East 91.680feet; thence leaving said subdivision but continuing along the 
Beckstead ditch South 10 °56,19" East 403.30 feet; thence leaving the Beckstead 
ditch East 732.177 feet to the West line of the Jordan River; thence along the West 
line of the Jordan River the following 5 courses; thence North 29 °54'01" East 
336.184 feet; thence North 07 °22'27" West 270.659 feet; thence North 51 °28'14,f 
West 165.537 feet; thence North 39 °50'14" West 174.332 feet; thence North 27 ° 
25'10" West 170.263 feet; thence leaving the West lin of the Jordan River West 
348.189 feet to a point on a 620.000 foot radius curve to the right (Bearing to center 
is North 87 °12'43 "East, Delta=00 °25'37"); thence along the arc of said curve 4.620 
feet; thence South 87 °38'20" West 60.00feet; thence West 322.520feet; thence North 
43 °01f38" West 233.131 feet to the point of beginning 
Substantial marital funds went into the property, the total of which Petitioner is not privy to, 
due to the lack of discovery responses from Respondent. However, a 1995 Trust Deed previously 
encumbering the South Parcel, was paid in full, by the trustee's sale and foreclosure of the North 
Parcel, which was marital property, thus reducing the proceeds to Petitioner and Respondent, by the 
sum of $532,329.71. Given the diminishment of Petitioner's proceeds from the sale of that property, 
by one-half of that sum, or $266,164.81, Petitioner is awarded that sum from the sale of the South 
Parcel, as set forth below in paragraph 21. 
18. Petitioner is hereby awarded a judgment lien in her favor, retroactive to the date of 
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the filing of her lis pendens, for the sums due and owing to her by Respondent, as set forth in 
paragraph 21. Further, Respondent is ordered to remove any trust deeds or notes, or other easements 
or encumbrances on the South Parcel that he placed on the South Parcel, subsequent to the 
commencement of this action. 
19. Respondent is ordered to pay Petitioner, Petitioner's attorneys fees and court costs in 
the total sum of Petitioner in the amount of $240,220.07, which shall be paid from the sale of the 
South Parcel of the South Jordan property, as set forth below in paragraph 21. 
20. In addition to Petitioner receiving $61,128.02, from the sale of Lot 4, Respondent is 
ordered to pay the sum of $10,000.00, to Petitioner, representing one-half of the $20,000.00, which 
Petitioner paid to Brent Overson, the parties' realtor. 
21. Respondent would have been entitled to equity in the Sweet Caroline drive property 
in the sum of $237,500.00, and would have been entitled to the sum of $36,253.49, from Lot 4. 
Given the award of those two properties and the equity therein to Petitioner, Petitioner would then 
have "owed" Respondent the sum of $273,753.49. However, those sums shall be offset against 
what Respondent owes Petitioner, and the calculations are as follows: 
Dissipation/contempt/North Parcel: $523,508.00 
One-half 1995 trust deed note: $266,164.85 
Attorneys fees: $240,220.07 
Total owed to Petitioner: $1,029,892.92 
22. Therefore, of the $ 1,029,892.92, less the equity owed to Respondent of $273,753.49, 
the total owed to Petitioner, therefore, is $756,139.43, which is hereby reduced to judgment and shall 
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be paid to Petitioner from the sale proceeds of the South Parcel. The balance of the sale proceeds 
from the South Parcel is awarded to Respondent. 
DATED this l±_ day of KJTV * , 2008. 
BY THE COURT: 
J — 
l^ONORABLE JUDGE JUDITH S. ATHERTON 
i DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
' SScrgsTS:^ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the I JC day of C :Q\Z^K^ 2008,1 caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Supplemental Decree of Divorce to bo$A mailed, postage prepaid, [ ] hand-
delivered, [ ] sent via facsimile to: 
Peter Coats 
7981 South 2760 West 
West Jordan, Utah 84088 




IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CAROLINE HAYES GRAYDON, 
vs. 
PETER COATS 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY) I 
Base Combined Child Support Obligation Table: 
[ ] 78B-12-301(1) 
[X] 78B-12-3G2(2) Effective January 1, 2008 
Civil No. 014902286 
MOTHER FATHER COMBINED 
11. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for 
whom support is to be awarded. 
|2a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to 
Instructions for definition of income. 
|2b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter 
alimony ordered for this case). 
|2c. Enter previously ordered child support. (Do not enter obligations ordered 
for the children in Line 1). 
2d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present 
Home Worksheet for either parent. 
|3. Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income 
for child support purposes. 
|4. Take the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of children in Line 1 
to the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it 
here. 
5. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 3 by the COMBINED 
adjusted monthly gross in Line 3. 
6. Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of 
(the Base Support Obligation. 
7. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Bring down the amount(s) from Line 
6 or enter the amounts(s) from the Low Income table per U.C.A. 78B-12-205. 
The parent(s) without physical custody of the child(ren) pay(s) the amount(s) 


























8. Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother ^Father ()Both 
9. Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 7? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
If NO, enter the amount(s) ordered: $ (Father) $ (Mother) and answer number 10. 
10. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other: 
Attorney Bar No. ( ) Electronic Filing ( ) Manual Filing 6/2000 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Caroline Hayes Graydon, 
Peter Coats 
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET 
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY) 
Base Combined Child Support Obligation Table* 1 
[ ] 78B-12-301(1) 
[X] 78B-12-302(2) Effective January 1, 2008 
Civil No. 014902286 
MOTHER FATHER COMBINED 
1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for 
whom support is to be awarded. 
2a Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to 
Instructions for definition of income. S 1,015.00 S 9,396.66 
2b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter 
alimony ordered for this case). 0.00 0.00 
2c Enter previously ordered child support. (Do not enter obligations ordered 
for the children in Line 1). 0.00 0.00 
2d. OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present 
Home Worksheet for either parent. 0.00 0.00 
3. Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a. This is the Adjusted Gross Income 
for child support purposes. $ 1,015.00 $ 9,396.66 
4. Take the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of children in Lme 1 
to the Support Table. Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it 
here. 
5. Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 3 by the COMBINED 
adjusted monthly gross in Line 3. 10% 90% 
6. Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of 
the Base Support Obligation. $ 105.80 $ 952.20 
7. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD: Bring down the amount(s) from Line 
6 or enter the amounts(s) from the Low Income table perU.C.A. 78B-12-205. 
The parent(s) without physical custody of the child(ren) pay(s) the amount(s) 
all 12 months of the year. $106.0d $952.00 
8. Which parent is the obligor? ( ) Mother <X) Father ( ) Both 
9. Is the support award the same as the guideline amount in line 7? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
If NO, enter the amount(s) ordered: $_ (Father) $_ (Mother) and answer number 10. 
10. What were the reasons stated by the court for the deviation? 
( ) property settlement 
( ) excessive debts of the marriage 
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent 
( ) other: 
Attorney Bar No. ( ) Electronic Filing ( ) Manual Filing 6/2000 
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CRAIG S. COOK, Bar No. 713 
Attorney for Peter Coats through 
His Conservator, Jonathon M. Coats 
3645 East Cascade Way 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
Telephone: (801)485-8123 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, UTAH 
CAROLINE HAYES GRAYDON, 
flea CAROLINE HAYES COATS, 
Petitioner and Appellee, 
vs. 
PETER COATS, by and through 
his Conservator, JONATHON M. 
COATS, 
Respondent and Appellant. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Case No. 014902286 
Judge: Judith S. Atherton 
Commissioner: Michelle Blomquist 
NOTICE is hereby given that Respondent and Appellant Peter Coats, by and 
through his Conservator, Jonathon M. Coats, through counsel, Craig S. Cook, appeals to 
the Utah Court of Appeals the final Judgment of the Honorable Judith S. Atherton 
entered in this matter on November 12, 2008. 
The appeal is taken from the entire Judgment including those proceedings of 
August 22, 2002, October 3, 2002, October 7, 2008 and October 28, 2008. 
DATED this 26th day of November, 2008 
Craig S. Cc 
Attorney Peter Coats by and through 




I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE 
OF APPEAL to Kellie F. Williams, CORPORON & WILLIAMS, Attorney for 
Petitioner-Appellee, 405 So. Main Street, Suite 700, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 this 26th 
day of November, 2008. 
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FILES DISTRIOi uOURT 
Third Judicial District 
APR 2 3 2009 
SALT LAKE COUN rv^, f) 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CAROLINE HAYES GRAYDON, fka : MEMORANDUM DECISION 
CAROLINE HAYES COATS, 





This matter is before the Court on respondent's Rule 60(b) Motion 
to Set Aside Judgment of November 12, 2008.x The Court has reviewed all 
applicable pleadings. 
RELEVANT DATES 
1 August 28, 2008: Commissioner Michelle Blomquist recommends 
that petitioner's Motion to Compel be granted and that respondent's 
default be entered should he fail to respond to discovery by 5:00 p.m. 
on September 5, 2008. 
2 September 16, 2008: Order on Order to Show Cause is entered. 
because petitioner has not objected and because respondent's Motion lacks merit, this 
Court will assume that Jonathan M. Coats, conservator for respondent, has standing to bring this 
Motion. The Court notes that Jonathan Coats was appointed as limited conservator on November 
5, 2008, approximately 34 days after respondent's default was entered and 30 days after the 
contempt hearing before this Court. Moreover, the conservatorship was terminated on January 7, 
2009, before Jonathan Coats filed a Reply Memorandum to his Motion, This Court has reviewed 
the probate file and notes that it contains no allegations of disability concerning Peter Coats as 
required in Utah Code Ann., § 75-5-401 (2)(a). 
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3 October 2, 2008: Respondent's default entered. 
4 October 7, 2 008: Contempt hearing. 
5 October 22, 2008: Probate filed. 
6 November 11, 2008: Appointment of Limited Conservator. 
7 December 24, 2008: Respondent's Rule 60(b) Motion to Set Aside 
Judgment of November 12, 2 008, is filed. 
8 January 7, 2009: Conservatorship is terminated. 
9 January 9, 2009: Petitioner's Verified Memorandum in Response 
to Respondent's Rule 60(b) Motion to Set Aside Judgment of November 12, 
2008, is filed. 
10 January 20, 2009: Respondent's Reply to Petitioner's Verified 
Memorandum in Opposition to Respondent's Rule 60(b) Motion. 
DISCUSSION 
Rule 60 (b) allows a Court to grant a party relief from a final 
Judgment or Order based on the following reasons: 
(1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect ,* (2) 
newly discovered evidence which by due diligence could not 
have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under 
Rule 59(b); (3) fraud (whether heretofore denominated 
intrinsic or extrinsic) , misrepresentation or other misconduct 
of an adverse party; (4) the judgment is void; (5) the 
judgment has been satisfied, released, or discharged, or a 
prior judgment upon which it is based has been reversed or 
otherwise vacated, or it is no longer equitable that the 
judgment should have prospective application; or (6) any other 
reason justifying relief from the operation of the judgment. 
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The rule also gives a party a reasonable period of time to file the 
Motion and limits the time period for filing to three months after 
Judgment or Order entered if allegations are made under (1), (2) or (3) . 
Although respondent ostensibly relies on Rule 60(b) to request 
relief from this Court, he fails to allege any bases under that rule to 
award relief from the Judgment. The first argument respondent makes in 
support of his Motion to Set Aside the Judgment is that an April 16, 
2002, agreement was a legally valid contract settlement between the 
parties and that it should be considered by the Court in formulating a 
divorce resolution. Petitioner correctly notes that a hearing addressing 
the validity of the April 16, 2002, agreement was held before 
Commissioner Susan Bradford on August 22, 2002. At that time, the 
Commissioner recommended that all prior agreements between the parties 
were void and without effect. In so recommending, the Commissioner noted 
that petitioner at all times had been represented by counsel and that 
counsel had never signed any agreement, nor had it been read into the 
record or submitted to the Court. The Commissioner cited the then-
existing rule, UCJA 4-504(8), which stated as follows: uNo orders, 
judgments or decrees based upon stipulations shall be signed or entered 
unless the stipulation is in writing, signed by the attorneys of record 
for their respective parties, and filed with the clerk, or the 
stipulation was made on the record." At that time respondent did not 
object to the recommendation, and Judge Leslie Lewis, then assigned to 
w 
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this case, signed the Order and it was entered on October 3, 2002 
Respondent's current Motion, filed approximately six years and three 
months after the entry of the original Order, is not timely. Respondent 
does not give this Court any hint as to why the issue, resolved so many 
years ago, is relevant to the current proceedings Accordingly, this 
Court declines to consider that argument. 
Secondly, respondent argues that he was never given a hearing to 
refute petitioner's claim and the Court's finding that he failed to 
comply with discovery. As noted by petitioner m her Memorandum, 
respondent was given numerous opportunities and ordered on numerous 
occasions to comply with discovery. In brief, petitioner served 
respondent with her First Set of Interrogatories and First Set of Request 
for Production of Documents on March 11, 2002. An Order of October 3, 
2 0 02, entered pursuant to a hearing on August 22, 2002, required that 
respondent respond within 30 days. On December 9, 2002 (Certificate of 
Delivery of Discovery, filed January 7, 2003) , respondent was served with 
a Second Request for Production of Documents On January 14, 2004, this 
Court found that respondent had failed to cooperate with discovery. 
Although the Order containing that finding was subsequently set aside, 
that initial fmding put respondent on notice of the Court's position. 
On February 1, 2005, petitioner again served respondent with her Second 
Discovery Request for Production of Documents and Interrogatories. On 
May 19, 2005, an Order was entered in which the parties agreed to work 
40 Of^li. 
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promptly with discovery. On July 7, 2005, respondent's contempt for 
failing to respond to discovery was certified to the judge for an 
evidentiary hearing. Again, on September 20, 2006, the parties were 
ordered to participate in discovery and a scheduling conference within 
two weeks of August 28, 2006. 
This Court now concludes that respondent was given numerous 
opportunities, and in fact was ordered numerous times to comply with 
discovery over a six and one-half year period. The record is replete 
with instances of respondent's failure to respond to discovery, Orders 
requiring him to do so, and a finding that his attitude was one of 
"stonewalling." Because respondent was given an opportunity to address 
this issue on numerous occasions by this Court and the evidence is not 
simply sufficient but overwhelming justifying the entry of his default 
for his failure to abide by the Court Orders. 
CONCLUSION 
Respondent's current 60(b) Motion to Set Aside the Judgment is 
facially deficient because it fails to allege any bases under that rule 
to set aside the Judgment and is not timely. Accordingly, respondent's 
ui 
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Motion to Set Aside the Judgment of November 12, 2008, is denied. This 
Decision constitutes the final Order of this Court. 
Dated this 'T^^Say of April, 2009. 
UdyDITH S. H. ATHERTON 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
azs 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Memorandum Decision, to the following, this day of April, 
2009: 
Kellie F. Williams 
Allison R. Librett 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
405 S. Main Street, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Craig S. Cook 
Attorney for Respondent 
3645 East 3100 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
Peter Coats 
7981 South 2760 West 





THIS AGREEMENT, made this Sixteenth day of June, 1 9 9 S, by 
and between Caroline Hayes Coats (First Party) and Peter Moreton 
Coats (Second Party). 
WITNESSETH That in consideration of the mutual covenants and 
agreements to be kept and performed on the part of said parties 
hereto, respectively as herein stated, the said party of the first part 
does hereby covenant and agree that it shall: 
I. To take care of Audrey Caroline Coats, dauqhtefof the two 
parties, and to allow visitations at any time that is reasonable. 
Whether or not child support is paid, it is in the best interest of the 
child to grow up knowing both parents. Caroline also agrees not to 
sue for any damages, interest accrued on investments made prior to 
their marriage date, not to sue for any emotional or distressful 
damages, not to claim ownership on anything that is not settled 
between the two parties in this agreement. She hereby gives up all j e r 
rights to any property not_stated in this agreement or_ajiy_assettsjiot 
jrtated, She agrees to take care of their daughter to the best of her 
ability. She will not libel or slander Peter Coats. She acknowledges 
that a divorce is in the best interest of all parties and agrees to an 
uncontested divorce due to irreconcileable differences. 
II. And said party of the second part covenants and agrees that 
it shall: Pay Caroline Hayes Coats H 000.00 for child su^ort on a 
monthly basis due the first day of each nlonth or on a bimonthly 
schedule. He agrees to help Caroline and their daughter, Audrey 
Caroline Coats, to relocate and agreesio hefo with funds in doing so, in 
exchange for not paying alimony. He agrees to pay Caroline 




and agrees to give sole ownership of aj>arceiof land fully developed, 
in the second phase of Shadow Ridge Subdivision, Riverton, Utah, to 
Caroline Coats with no debts or leins. He agrees to spend a reasonable 
amount of time with their daughter. He also agrees not to libel or 
slander Caroline to anyone in anyway. He agrees that the two are 
parting because of irreconcileable differences. 
III. Others terms to be observed by and between the parties: BOTH 
PARTIES AGREE TO FOREGO ANY ANP ALL FURTHER CLAIMS THAT 
ARE NOT SETTLEP BY THE TIME OF THE PIVORCE FINALI2ATI0N. 
BOTH PARTIES AGREE THAT WHEN THEIR CHILP IS UNPER ONE 
OR THE OTHERS CARE, THEY WILL NOT ACT -IN ANYWAY HARMFUL 
TO HER INNOCENCE ANP NOT OVER-INPULGE, OR CONPONE 
ACTIVITIES THAT WOULP LESSEN HER SPIRIT. BOTH PARTIES 
AGREE NOT TO SLANPER THE OTHER IN FRONT OF THE CHILP, 
ESPECIALLY! BOTH PARTIES AGREE TO PO EVERYTHING IN THE 
BEST INTEREST OF THEIR CHILD, 
This agreement shall be binding upon the parties, their successors, 
assigns and personal representatives. Time is of the essence on all 
undertakings. This agreement shall be enforced under the laws of the 
State of UTAH. This is the entire agreement. 
Signed the day and year first above written. 







^ison & Smith 8013999954 12/06/2UU. 12:53 8205 P. 007/008 
BRIAN & HARRISON 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
THE CHATEAU BUILDING AT THE COURTYARD 
3651 North 100 Eaxi, Suite 300 
Provo, Utah 84604 
Telephone (801) 375-7700 
Facsimile (801) 852-3175 
November 27F 2007 
Benjamin Rasmussen 
3986 Washington Blvd. 
Ogden, ITT 84403 
Bear Ben: 
I have reviewed my files in the case of Coats v. Coat* 
and have found one document which appears to be executed by 
both parties* 
Enclosed please find a copy of said I>ecree„ 
If you have any further questions, please feel free to 
contact xae. 
Sincerely, 
Brian C- Harrison 
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PETER MQRETON COATS. ) 
) 
y C&&SX& Hiarifad 
i Paiiiouscr & RespcwkriH arc aca*&I and honaflcfc residents of Sah Lake County, State of 
Utah, and lave bceci for tuofc thai* three momhs imitieduilciy prior to the cojufncrtccmeiil or ibis action. 
2. Petitioner and ftotpoiufeiii were j&arrod *» Hijghlafci Utah oa December 10, 1993. arc 
3. IrrecxMicilabfc <HJfercnccs h*ve devctopwi between JFtetiitoiier and Rcspowkiu, which have 
cau^od ifee tt&xuo&^'mzttd&wti ©f <heir marr&gt 
4. The punks hwc lie iolkmoag mimr children »isswe^ of this marriage to-wix: Andre?, ag& 
and control of said minor ctaldreit sujbjcd w Respondents reasonable rights of vbitation ua accordance 
o ^ l i i c U ^ State Vkiiauaa QaKkfines. 
5 Petitioner and Itaqpaitdcm will msumc A pay ifcefr own 4W*s and oWipsiora mourred 
6, Rc5pondbiu agrees to pay Pstuioosr aa child roppon <a sum w the nmoon! of £600, Oft per 
ntfim doiiais} by April 20. 2D02, 
beneficiaries on policies of medical dfcmal and life insurance and e*efr parry should f»y onofaalf of airy 
i>. Rcsspondcni agxecs to ?»y 10 Peiiikmar an additional $9(11)00 (ninety thmmr4 and 
f 0 Rc&pondsm will qeik cteiro one ftilfy improved bui Wing site or ctfcrvaJettt of Petitioner s 
11 Both Pcutionet aad RcfipoudeW have compiled the diwrcc education class. 
Hcnttofoft existing herween the parties. 
BATH>Hii5 /p/K JetyiX 
zr 
"ZJL. _y 2ft02 
Petitioner Oir6tiiK^yes Coats s - y 
^2S-79«4626 Civh No. 0J49022S6 
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CRAIG S. COOK, Bar No. 713 
Attorney for Peter Coats 
3645 East Cascade Way 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
Telephone: (801)485-8123 
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IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, UTAH 
CAROLINE HAYES GRAYDON, 
fka CAROLINE HAYES COATS, 
Petitioner and Appellee, 
vs. 
PETER COATS, by and through 
His Conservator, JONATHON M. 
COATS, 
Respondent and Appellant. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
PETER COATS 
Case No. 014902286 
Judge: Judith S. Atherton 
Commissioner: Michelle Blomquist 
Peter Coats, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states the following: 
1. I am the respondent in the above-entitled action and have carefully reviewed 
Petitioner's Verified Memorandum mailed to my counsel on January 9, 2009. 
2. In June of 1998 Petitioner prepared and typed a "General Agreement" which 
established the terms of a uncontested divorce including property distribution and child 
support. We both agreed as to financial matters including child support and property 
distribution. Although we did not officially file for a divorce at that time I honored this 
Agreement and made all payments to Petitioner in accordance with this Agreement 
during a time period in which we both were separated. 
3. In 1996, Caroline had already lived with Michael Chappel for over a year and 
in 1998 Caroline placed earnest money on a condominium in Draper. 
1 
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4. Petitioner Caroline filed this divorce action on April 10, 2001. I retained 
attorney Barbara Richmond and Petitioner retained attorney Brian Harrison. During 2001 
a child support and alimony schedule was established which I followed. 
5. After a year of litigation Petitioner Caroline and myself decided to amend the 
June 1998 Agreement and to settle the matter between us. On or about April 16, 2002 we 
discussed various ways of settling the divorce in a manner that was satisfactory to both of 
us. Petitioner Caroline prepared a document entitled "Decree of Divorce" in the form of 
a court pleading for the specific purpose of having her attorney Brain Harrison present it 
to Judge Lewis so that divorce matter could be concluded. We tried to cover all potential 
problems involving the children and property distribution. After we reached an 
agreement that we both found to be fair and reasonable we signed our names at the 
bottom of the page in order to show that we both agreed to its terms. 
6. Neither my attorney nor Petitioner's attorney had anything to do with the 
preparation of this agreement. 
7. Subsequently on April 23,1 gave Petitioner a check for $9,920 in accordance 
with the terms of the Settlement Agreement. I also wrote on the back of the check "Final 
Settlement of $100,000 plus one lot net balance due $90,000." She endorsed the check 
and cashed it at my bank, U.S. Bank on the same day. 
8. After receiving the money Petitioner and I jointly went to the office of attorney 
Brian Harrison. We jointly told him that we had reached a settlement agreement and 
wanted him to do the necessary paperwork in order to obtain a final divorce. 
2 
9. Mr. Harrison informed me that he could not do that as long as attorney Barbara 
Richmond represented me separately. He stated, however, that if I no longer retained her 
as a separate attorney that he could represent both of us in finalizing the divorce. 
10. Accordingly, I contacted Ms. Richmond that day and told her that I would no 
longer need her services since we had reached an agreement. The following day, April 
24,1 received the balance of my retainer $662 from the Richmond firm. 
11. Mr. Harrison stated that the Agreement looked satisfactory to him except it 
needed more specific language with regard to child support since it needed language that 
child support would be calculated on our prior year's income. He informed us that he 
would work on the Agreement and put it in proper form for Judge Lewis' signature. 
12. I assumed that the divorce action was settled and awaited verification from 
Mr. Harrison that Judge Lewis had signed the papers. 
13. Instead, in June I received further papers ordering me to appear in court on an 
Order to Show Cause based on several claims by Petitioner. Because of the seriousness 
of the allegations I retained attorney James Woodall who first began to represent me on 
the very day of the hearing. 
14. I do not remember specifically what was said at this August 22, 2002 hearing 
relating to our prior Settlement Agreement except for the fact that Petitioner Caroline was 
ordered to pay back to me within 48 hours $9,920 by a certified check. 
15. Judge Lewis on October 3, 2002 also stated that she was to repay the sum of 
$9,920 within 48 hours. She never paid this amount within that time period and, to the 
best of my knowledge, never paid or gave me credit for this amount since it was initially 
given to her. 
3 
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DATED this (SXftday of January 2009. 
Ih 
Peter Coats 
On the [ day of January 2009 personally appeared before me, the 
undersigned notary, Peter Coats, the signer of the foregoing, who duly acknowledged to 
me that he signed the same voluntarily. 
fublic -77 
JOEL GUERRERO 
NOTARY PUBUC • SWfE of 0MMJ 
7S4WCEM1E«Sr 
MiDVALE UT 8484? 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES W K 8 B ? 
5S O l !• 
Peter M. Coats, pro se 
7981 South 2760 West 
West Jordan, UT 84088 
IN THE THIRD ^ t e T ^ U R T 
SALT LAKE COU&TY/ UT&H 
CAROLINE HAYES GRAYDON, flea ^ ^ R > h ^ ^ ^ 
CAROLINE HAYEKS COATS, m&BQmm OBJECT TO 
Petitioner, COMMISSIONER'S 
RECOMMENDATION 
Civil No. 014902286 
vs. 
Judge Judith S. Atherton 
Comm. Michelle Blomquist 
PETER M. COATS, SR. 
Respondent. 
1. Respondent has already reached Agreement. After meeting with the mediation office, 
Caroline said she wasn't going to go. 
2 & 3.. Peter does not have "overnight guests." We share a three bedroom condo with 
my brother at #309 Eastward Ct , Saratoga Springs. 
4. Respondent answered all previous interrogatories and requests. Caroline prepared the 
Stipulation. Caroline then met with Peter Coats and received partial settlement of $10,000. Peter 
Coats and Caroline together went to Brian Harrison's office and provided tax returns and Balance 
Sheets. The Balance Sheets can be found in the Court records. Caroline has not told the truth 
when she said she returned the $ 10,000. See Exhibit marked CERTIFIED COPY "The 
Testimony of Caroline Graydon," Case No. 050910905. 
% 
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Caroline has a gambling addiction. Plaintiffs attorney, Mr. Harrison, agreed to 
represent both parties as a limited agent. Mr. Harrison, being an officer of the court, was 
authorized by both Plaintiff and Defendant to deliver the stipulated Final Divorce Agreement to 
the Honorable Judge Lewis. The stipulated General Separation Agreement and the stipulated 
Final Divorce Agreement were entered as Exhibits and were hand delivered to ComiiL 
Blomquist and Kellie Williams on the 28th day of August, 2008. 
5 & 6.. Please see the payment history from June, 1998 through 2008 prepared by Karin 
Darais, CPA. There has been an over-payment to Caroline. 
7. Caroline should be responsible for all attorney fees for her "omission" of the stipulated 
June, 1998 Separation Agreement and April, 2002 final Divorce Agreement, both prepared by 
Caroline with foil compliance by Peter M. Coats, Sr. . 
In November of 2005, Janet Wilkerson delivered financial records to respondent's 
attorney, Stephen Homer, as requested by Plaintiffs attorney, Alvin Lundgren. Mr. Lundgren 
had hundreds of pages of documents photo copied. Attorneys for the Plaintiff, Alvin Lundgren 
and Michael Mohrman have those documents. Peter Coats has folly complied with the production 
of documents. 
Karin Darais, CPA, is faxing all financials and tax returns from 1999 to 2008 to Kellie 
Williams. 
DATED this 4th day of September, 2008. 










Peter Moreton Coats 
| US O r E N l 7981 S 2760 W 
-** West Jordan, UT 84088 
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m mhAmxmm REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT *SEALiois* FOR LAND 
ttAaor 
This to a legally binding contract rf yw dwlre legal or tax advice, consult your attonnv or tax advfeor. 
EARNEST MONEY RECSPT 
Buver David Haqen offers to purchase the Property described below and hereby delivers to the Brokerage, as Earnest 
Money, the amount of $100000 in the form of Check which, upon Acceptance of this offer by all parties (as defined in 
Section 23), snail be deposited in a ^ r ^ ic e s ^s ia te law. 
Received by: ^ * ^ £ < ^ < S o n ^~ ' ^ ° * Pate) 
(Signature of agerttorotar K*rmutodgB$*ca0t of Earnest Money) 
Brokerage; Clear Choice Real Estate Co. Phone Number 3Q1-652-QQ56 
OFFER TO PURCHASE 
1. PROPERTY: 11475 S 975 W SOUTH JORDAN UT 84065 also described as: MLS#656287 Tax »D# 
27-23-376-019 City of South Jordan County of SalLLate State of Utah, ZIP 64065 (the 'Property'). 
1.1 Included Hems, (specify) 
1.2 Water Rights/Water Shares. The following water rights and/or water shares are included in the Purchase Price. 
M See Addendum Shares of Stock In the • „ (Name of Water Company) 
I I Other (specify) . 
2. PURCHASE PRICE The purchase prtae for the Property is S Sy 0 0 0 . 0 # *> * * & 
The purchase price will be paid as follows: ^ y 
S10000Q (a) Earnest Money Deposit. Under certain conditions described in this Contract THIS 
DEPOSIT MAY BECOME TOTALLY NON-REFUNDABLE. 
$ (b) New Loan. Buyer agrees to apply for one or more of the following loans: 
I ] CONVENTIONAL [ J OTHER (specify) _ _ . 
If the loan is to Include any particular termsf then check below and give details: 
£ ] SPECIFIC LOAN TERMS 
$ i (c) Seller Financing, (see attached Seller Financing Addendum, If applicable) 
* it W) Other (specHy). 
t j " / M fotMfoj Balance of Purchase Price in Cash at Settlement. 
$ Sj t? Q Q
 t H OTfrfruRCHASE PRICE. Total of lines (a) through (e) 
3. SETTLEMENT AND CLOSING. Settlement shall take place on the Settlement Deadline referenced In Section 24(c), or 
on a date upon which Buyer and Seller agree In writing. "Settlement" shall occur only when all of the following have been 
completed: (a) Buyer and Seller have signed and delivered to each other or to the escrow/closing office all documents 
required by this Contract, by the Lender, by written escrow instnjetions or by applicable law; (b) any monies required to be 
paid by Buyer under these documents (except for the proceeds of any new loan) have been delivered by Buyer to Seller 
or to the escrow/closing office in the form of collected or cleared funds; and (c) any monies required to be paid by Seller 
under these documents have been delivered by Seller to Buyer or to the escrow/closing office in the form of collected or 
cleared funds. Seller and Buyer shall each pay one-half (%) of the fee charged by the escrow/closing office for Its 
services in the settlement/closing process. Taxes and assessments for the current year, rents, and interest on assumed 
obligations shall be prorated at Settlement as set forth In this Section. Prorations set forth In this Section shall be made as 
of the Settlement Deadline date referenced in Section 24(c), unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the parties. Such 
writing could include the settlement statement The transaction will be considered closed when Settlement has been 
completed, and when all of the following have been completed: (i) the proceeds of any new loan have been delivered by 
the Lender to Seller or to the escrow/dosing office; and (ii) the applicable Closing documents have been recorded in the 
office of the county recorder. The actions described in parts (I) and (ii) of the preceding sentence shall be completed 
within four calendar days of Settlement 
4. POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver physical possession to Buyer within: [ 1 Upon Closing [X] Other (specify) At 
&££2£[iQS 
lS~0% J?£ i^y^py Pag© 1 of5pages Seller's initials yfy^3^3fc-*f)ate Jm> *s 'Buyer'sInitials 
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VHON OF AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At the signing of this contract 
Biter's Initials [ J)jQ J Buyer's Initials 
Listing Agent Martin Denning* represents { ] Seller [ ] Buyer [X] both Buyer and Seller 
as a Limited Agent; 
listing Broker for Clear Choice Real Estate Co, represents I ] Seller [ I Buyer p q both Buyer and Setter 
(Company Name) a* * Limited Agent; 
Buyer's Agent Martin Denning, represents [ ] SeHer [ ] Buyer p q both Buyer and Seller 
as a Limited Agent; 
Buyers Broker for Clear Choice Real Estate Co, represents I ] Seller [ ] Buyer [XJ ***** Buyer and SeHer 
(Company Name) as a Limited Agent; 
6. TITLE INSURANCE. At Settlement, Seller agrees to pay for a standard-coverage owner's policy of title Insurance 
insuring Buyer in the amount of the Purchase Price. Any additional title insurance coverage shall be at Buyer's expense. 
7. SELLER DISCLOSURES. No later than the Seller Disclosure Deadline referenced in Section 24(a)t Seller shall provide 
to 8uyer the following documents which Bre collectively referred to as the "Seller Disclosures": 
(a) a Seller property condition disclosure for the Property, signed and dated by Seller; 
(b) a commitment for the policy of title insurance; 
(c) a copy of any leases affecting the Property not expiring prior to Closing; 
(d) written notice of any claims and/or conditions known to Seller relating to environmental problems; 
<*) evidence of any water lights and/or water shares referenced in Section 1.2 above; and 
{f) Other (specify) 
8. BUYER'S RIGHT TO CANCEL BASED ON BUYER'S DUE DILIGENCE. Buyer's obligation to purchase under this 
Contract (check applicable boxes); 
(a) PQ IS [ J IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the content of all the Seller Disclosures referenced in 
Section 7; 
W t 1K5 PQ *s WOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of a physical condition inspection of the Property; 
(c) [ ] IS PQ IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of a survey of the Property by a licensed surveyor; 
(d) £ J IS PQ <S NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of applicable federal, state and local governmental laws, 
ordinances and regulations aiffecting the Property, and any applicable deed restrictions and/or CC&R's (covenants, 
conditions and restrictions) affecting the Property; 
(e) [ J IS PQ IS NOT conditioned upon the Property appraising for not less than the Purchase Price; 
(f) E] IS PQ IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the terms and conditions of any mortgage financing 
referenced in Section 2 above; 
to) 11 IS PQ IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the following tests and evaluations of the Property: 
(specify) 
If any of items 8(a) through 8(g) are checked in the affirmative; then Sections 8.1,8.2,8.3 and 8.4 apply; otherwise, they 
do not apply. The Items checked in the affirmative above are collectively referred to as Buyer's "Due Diligence.1* Unless 
otherwise provided in this Contract, Buyer's Due Diligence shall be paid for by Buyer and shall be conducted by 
Individuals or entities of Buyer's choice. Seller agrees to cooperate with Buyers Due DUig&nce and with a final pre-dosing 
Inspection under Section 11. 
8.1 Due Diligence Deadline. No later than the Due Diligence Deadline referenced in Section 24(b) Buyer shall: (a) 
complete all of Buyer's Due Diligence: and (b) determine If the results of Buyer's Due Diligence are acceptable to Buyer. 
B.2 Right to Cancel or Object If Buyer determines 1hat the results of Buyer's Due Diligence are unacceptable, Buyer 
may, no later than the Due Diligence Deadline, either, (a) cancel this Contract by providing written notice to Seller, 
whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit shall be released to Buyer; or (b) provide Seller with written notice of objections. 
8.3 Failure to Respond. If by the expiration of the Due Dfligence Deadline, Buyer does not (a) cancel this Contract 
as provided in Section 8.2; or (b) deliver a written objection to Seller regarding the Buyer's Due Diligence, The Buyer's 
Due Diligence shall be deemed approved by Buyer; and the contingencies referenced in Sections 8(a) through 8(g), 
including but not limited to, any financing contingency, shall be deemed waived by Buyer. 
8.4 Response by Seller, (f Buyer provides written objections to Seller, Buyer and Seller shall have seven calendar 
days after Seller's receipt of Buyer's objections (the "Response Period") in which to agree in writing upon the manner of 
resolving Buyer's objections,. Except as provided in Section 10.2, Seller may, but shall not be required to, resolve Buyer's 
objections. If Buyer and Seller have not agreed in writing upon the manner of resolving Buyer's objections, Buyer may 
cancel this Contract by providing written notice to Seller no later than three calendar days after expiration of the Response 
Period; whereupon the Earnest Money Deposit shad be released to Buyer. If this Contract is, not canceled by Buyer under 
Page 2 of 5 pages Seller's initials 0&$?O Date ^?" ^ ^ H F B I TJuysrs Initials. 
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this Section 8.4, Buyer's objections shall be deemed waived by Buyer. This waiver shall not affect those items warrantee 
in Section 10. 
8. ADDITIONAL TERMS. There [XJ ARE [ ] ARE NOT addenda to this Contract containing additional terms, if there 
are, the terms of the following addenda are incorporated into this Contract by this reference: [X ] Addenda No.'s 1 [ ] 
Salter Financing Addendum [ J Other (specif/) 
10. SELLER WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS. 
10Vf Condition of Title. Seller represents that Seller has fee tftte to the Properly and win convey good and marketable 
tine to Buyer at Closing by general warranty deed. Buyer agrees, however, to accept title to the Property subject to the 
following matters of record: easements, deed restrictions, CC&R's (meaning covenants, conditions and restrictions}, and 
rights-of-way; and subject to the contents of the Commitment for TTtte insurance as agreed to by Buyer under Section 8. 
Buyer also agrees to fake the Property subject to existing leases affecting the Property and not expiring prior to Closing. 
Buyer agrees to be responsible for taxes, assessments, homeowners association dues, utilities, and other services 
provided to the Property after Closing. Setter will cause to be paid off by Closing all mortgages, trust deeds, judgments, 
mechanic's liens, tax liens and warrants. Seller will cause to be paid current by Closing all assessments and homeowners 
association dues. 
IF ANY PORTION OF THE PROPERTY IS PRESENTLY ASSESSED AS "GREENBELT (CHECK APPLICABLE 
BOX): 
P q SELLER [ J BUYER SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT OF ANY ROLL-BACK TAXES ASSESSED 
AGAIHST THE PROPERTY. 
10.2 Condition of Property. Seller warrants that the Property wlH be in the following condition ON THE DATE 
SELLER DELIVERS PHYSICAL POSSESSION TO BUYER: 
(a) the Property shall be free of debris and personal property; 
(b) the Property will be in the same general condition as it was on the date of Acceptance. 
1 1 . FINAL PRE-CLOSING INSPECTION. Before Settlement, Buyer may, upon reasonable notice $ind at a reasonable 
time, conduct a final pre-ciosing inspection of the Property to determine only that the Property is "as represented,* 
meaning that the Property has been repaired/corrected as agreed to in Section 8.4, and is in the condition warranted in 
Section 10.2. If the Property is not as represented, Selier will, prior to Settlement, repair/correct the Property, and place 
the Property in the warranted condition or with the consent of Buyer (and Lender if applicable), escrow an amount at 
Settlement sufficient to provide for the same. The failure to conduct a final pre-ciosing inspection or to claim that the 
Property is not as represented, shall not constitute a waiver by Buyer of the right to receive, on the date of possession, the 
Property as represented. 
12. CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION. Seller agrees that from the date of Acceptance until the date of Closing, none 
of the following shall occur without the prior written consent of Buyer, (a) no changes in any existing leases shall be made; 
(b) no new leases shall be entered into; (c) no substantia alterations or improvements to the Property shall be made or 
undertaken; and (d) no further financial encumbrances affecting the Property shall be made. 
13. AUTHORITY OP 8IGNERS. If Buyer or Selier is a corporation, partnership, trust estate, limited liability company or 
olher entity, the person executing this Cortract on lis behalf warrarrts his or te 
Seller. 
14. COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together with its addenda, any attached exhibits, and Seller Disclosures, 
constitutes the entire Contract between the parties and supersedes and replaces any and all prior negotiations, 
representations, warranties, understandings or contracts between the parties. This Contract cannot be changed except bv 
written agreement of the parties. ^ ^ 
1 & « S P U T E RESOLUTION. The parties agree that any dispute, arising prior to or after Closing, related to this Contract 
{check applicable box) 
[ ] SHALL 
M MAYATTHE OPTION OF THE PARTIES 
first be submitted to mediation. If the parties agree to mediation, the dispute shall be submitted to mediation through a 
mediation provider mutually agreed upon by the parties. Each party agrees to bear its own costs ^ 
fails, the other procedures and remedies available under this Contract shall apply. Nothing in this Section 15 shaft prohibit 
any party from seeking emergency equitable relief pending mediation. 
16. DEFAULT, ff Buyer defaults, Setter may elect either to retain the Earnest Money Deposit as liquidated damages, or to 
return It and sue Buyer to specifically enforce this Contract or pursue other remedies available at law. If Selier defaults. In 
addition to return of the Earnest Money Deposit, Buyer may elect either to accept from Seller a sum equal to the Earnest 
Money Deposit as liquidated damages, or may sue Seller to specifically enforce this Contract or pursue other remedies 
available at law. If Buyer elects to accept liquidated damages, Selier agrees to pay the liquidated damages to Buyer upon 
demand. 
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17. ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS. In the event of litigation or binding arbitration to enforce this Contract the prevailing 
party shall be entitled to costs and reasonable attorney tees. However, attorney fees shaft not be awarded for participation 
in mediation under Section 15. 
18. NOTICES. Except as provided in Section 23, ail notices required under this Contract must be: (a) in writing; (b) signed 
by the party giving notice; and (c) received by the other party or the other party's agent no later than the appKcaWe date 
referenced in this Contract. 
19. ABROGATION. Except for the provisions of Sections 10.1,10.2.15 and 17 and express warranties made in this 
Contract, the provisions of this Contract shall not apply after Closing. 
20. RISK OF LOSS. All risk of loss to the Property, including physical damage or destruction to the Property or Its 
improvements due to any cause except ordinary wear and tear and loss caused by a taking in eminent domain, shall be 
borne by Setter until the transaction is closed. 
2 1 . TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE. Time is of the essence regarding the dates set forth in this Contract Extensions must be 
agreed to in writing by all parties. Unless otherwise explicitly stated in this Contract (a) performance under each Section 
of this Contract which references a date snail absolutely be required by 5:00 PM Mountain Time on the stated date; and 
(b) the term "days9 shall mean calendar days and shall be counted beginning on the day following the event which triggers 
the timing requirement (i.e., Acceptance, etc.). Performance dates and times referenced herein shall not be binding upon 
tfOe companies, lenders, appraisers and others not parties to this Contract, except as otherwise agreed to in writing by 
such non-party. 
22. FAX TRANSMISSION AND COUNTERPARTS. Facsimiie (fax) transmission of a signed copy of this Contract, any 
addenda and counteroffers, and the retransmission of any signed fax shall be the same as delivery of an original. This 
Contract and any addenda and counteroffers may be executed in counterparts. 
23. ACCEPTANCE. "Acceptance" occurs when Seller or Buyer, responding to an offer or counteroffer of the other: (a) 
signs the offeror counteroffer where noted to indicate acceptance; and (b) communicates to the other patty or to the other 
party's agent that the offer or counteron^r hae been signed as required. 
24. CONTRACT DEADLINES. Buyer and Seller agree that the following deadlines shall apply to this Contract 
(a) Seller Disclosure Deadline 
(c) Setttement Deadline (Date) 
25. OFFER AND TUBE FOR ACCEPTANCE. Buyer offers to purchase the Property on the above terms and conditions. If 
Seller does not accept thisoffer by: I JAM [ ] PM Mountain Time on _ ( D a t e ) . 
goffer shall lapse; and the Brokerage ehaH return the Earnest Money Deposit to Buyer. 
ksyefs Signatupe) / (OfferTDate) (Buyer's Signature) (Offer Date} 
of the above Offer Dates shall be referred to as the "Offer Reference Date" 
DavM Hasan 
(Buyers'Names) PLEASE PRfNT) (Notice Address) (Zip Code) (Phone) 





ADDENDUM NO. 1 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
THIS IS AN P q ADDENDUM [ ] COUNTEROFFER to that REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (the "REPC") with 
an Offer Reference Date of February 13, £ 0 0 7 including all prior addenda and counteroffers, between Day(d Hapen 
as Buyer, and Peter Coals & Michae) Wand as Seller, regarding the Property located at 11475 S 675 W S O U T H 
JORDAfsf UT&A065. The following terms are hereby incorporated as part of the REPC: 
1. Seller shall pive buyer an amount equal to 2.5 acre feet per acre nf water in water shares upon 
dosino of this^  contract. 
2. Settlement deadline shall be 21 calender days after an unconditional standard title insurance POHCV 
commitment is issued by sellers tffle company and delivered to the buyer. 
3. Earnest money becomes nonrefundable 2 business davs after ap ^conditional standard title 
Jnaronce refcy commitment is issued by wfer? life company and flslJYOTti to t te buyer. 
4. Earnest money shall be released to Isabel M Coats Trust within 3 business davs of becoming 
nOTrefunrtahlft, 
5. Seller agrees to indemnify buver for any action or causes of action (with the exception of any action 
or causes of action resulting from the buyers) resulting in a liability and/or litigation regarding this 
property, including but not limited to. taxes, regulatory fees, fines, claims for damages, ate. 
6. Seller to provide anv and all appraisals, reports, studies and third nartv reports regarding the 
prppQityjftaf setter currently has. 
BUYER AND SELLER AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT DEADLINES REFERENCED IN SECTION 24 OF THE REPC 
(CHECK APPLICABLE BOX): [ ] REMAIN UNCHANGED [ J ARE CHANGED AS F0LL0W8; 
To the extant the terms of this ADDENDUM modHy or cenffict with any provisions of the REPC, including all prior addenda 
and counteroffers, these terms shall control. All other terms of (tie REPC, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, 
not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same, f J Setter f J Buyer shall have unfiL £ JAM [ I P M 
Mountain Time on (Date), to accept the terms of this ADDENDUM in accordance with 
the provisions of Section 23 of the REPC. Unless so accepted, the offer as set forth In this ADDENDUM shall lapse. provisi   i    t  . l   ,   c 
[Buyer [ J Seforpgmwfi' (Date) (Time} [ J Buyer [ J Seder Signature (Date) (Time) 
ACCHPTANCE/COUKTEROFFERmEJECTIOH 
CHECK ONE: 
[ 1 ACCEPTANCE: I J Seller f JBuyerhereby accepts the terms of this ADDENDUM. 
EROFFERSyf^elter [ ] Buyer presents as a cctunterofterthe terms of attached ADDghibuM NO. ^ - > 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time) 
[ J REJECTION, r l Setter [ J Buyer rejects the foregoing ADDENDUM. 
(Signature] (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time) 
THIS FORM APPROVED BY THE UTAH REAL ESTATE COMMtSSfOtt AND THE OFFICE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
EFFECTIVE AUGUST fi. 2005. IT REPLACES AND SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUSLY APPROVED VERSIONS OF THS FORM. 
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FROM :<Caroline> FAX NO. :801-302-9298 Mar. 07 2007 01:10AM P2 
ADDENDUM NO, 
TO 
— Pa{# ••— °* 
LB 
THIS IS AN f 1 ADDENDUM M COUNT BROFFER to that REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (the "REPC") with 
fi= v,W %5y* as Buyer, and ffrfrr Car, tS If rif *4* f< Wto**-. as Setter, 
regarding the Property located a t _ _ — — — — — — " " ' 
following terms are hereby incorporated as part of the REPC: 
*fim«r Sh// /to* falt-h*c& t*M
 An^y» I /I ' 
Y-fo-o7 ai- C:oo (^ — _ 
7 (t, ptwirf sk*fl h<> s*u}ir artr' fart hmir> «r sr/'rr 
pcrhn'4i«« fa the ,tw>'stM*%fy r. r-7—77* 
<x<lrtl*r XAH bond I Co X <rF *»<3 d^pnirci d'HbmctS 
CG*Wib'**tees or Z.Vrtf r+$J 
ACCEPTANCE/COUNTEROFFER/REJECTION 
CHECK ONE: 
[ J ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE: Setter Accepts the foregoing offer on the terms and conditions specified 
above. 
^COUNTEROFFER: Seller presents for Buyer's Acceptance the terms of Buyer's offer subject to the exceptions or 
modtacattons as spedjted tilte attached ADDENDUM NO. *? ^
 N 
(Date) (Seller's Signature) (Date) (Time) (Seller's Signature) 
(Sellers' Names) (PLEASE PRINT) (Notice Address) 
[ J REJECTION: Seller rejects the foregoing offer. 
(Zip Code) (Phone) *2*L£sbk. 
(Seller's Signature) (Date) (Time) (Seller's Signature) (Date) (Time) 
This form l» COPYRIGHTED by the UTAH ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® for use solely by It* members. Any unauthorised use, 
modification, copying or distHbution without written consent is prohibited. NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE AS TO THE LEGAL 
VALIDITY OR ADEQUACY OF ANY PROVISION OF THIS FORM IN ANY SPECIFIC TRANSACTION. IF YOU DE6IRE SPEaFIC LEGAL OR 
TAX ADVICE, CONSULT AN APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL. 
COPYRIGHTO UTAH ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS© - 7.S.04 - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED . UARFORM19 
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ADDENDUM NO. a 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
THtSBAN P Q A D O E N D U M J J COUNTEROFFER ID that REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (tl*-REPJ?) w«h 
as Buvar. and Pater Coate ft Mirft td vVard«s Salter. rBQ«dinQ«haprooertvtoqi^<t1147SiSfffS WSQLTTti 
JORDAN S LK, South Jordan. Saft Late County, UT 84065, The foitowinfl terms am tomto*effim*i as 
partofweREPC: ^^^(y^i^ 
1. Daadltnes B & C mferanffid In sacflon 24 of the REPC are extended to March / ^ y g Q Q 7 al&OQ 
OIL 
BUYER AND SILLER AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT DEADLINES REFERENCED IN SECTION 24 OF THE REPC 
(CHECK APPLICABLE BOX): [ ] REMAIN UNCHANGED [*] * » c tiUAtmncn MM am t reus: fift* Above 
To trie oferfttftetarrmrtf INS ADDENDUM mcid^ 
eitf counteroffers, tr»saterrr*sha8cOT^ 
rKKmodif*d by flits ADOENDUMBhaB remain Bw same. [ ] S ^ W k_BuywshaB have u n t f l _ £ J S ^ - N A M H e « 
Mountain Tlrr» on T - / o - o " y . ^nata) to accept Iho terms of litis ADDENDUM aft acceptance with 
the wDjftjpns of S j p t o j a of the REPC. Unless so accaptad,^c«w as s o l i u m Me ADDENWMshaniapee. 
I iBuyarfXlSafterSignature (Date) (Time) [ JBuyarJrfSeHer S i g n a t u r e ( D W B ) fjime) 
Aaaa^ANCfEN^MJNTEROfFER/REIECTION 
CHECK ONE: 
1 ] ACCEPTANCE: f } Seller f ] Buyer hereby accepts the terms of trite ADDENDUM. 
[ 1 COUNTEROFFER:;! J Setter [ ] Buyer preset*a$a c u m t e n ^ m e t e r s 
(Signature) (Data) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time) 
[ ] REJECTION: [ ] Seller [ ] Buyer rejedatte foregoing ADDENDUM. 
(SiBnature) (Dale) (Time) (Sfcnatare) (Date) {Time) 
THB PdCM APPROVED Br" THE UTAH REAL BBTATE CO^a^B«OltA»TKEOPnCE0F1TCUTAHATTa«»^eBMERAU 
IHVCHVE ARGOTS, m i IT tgpuu^Amau^^ 
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Brad C. Smith, No. 6656 
STEVENSON & SMITH, P.C. 
3986 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden, UT 84401 
Telephone: (801) 394-4573 
Facsimile' (801)399-9954 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 








Civil No. 0^0^03^^ 
Judge D e n ^ ?. LUdloer^ 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Michael Ward, by and through counsel, and complains 
and alleges of Defendants as follows: 
Parties, Jurisdiction and Venue 
1. Plaintiff is an individual residing in Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
2. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon is an individual residing in Salt Lake County, 
State of Utah. 
3. Defendant Peter Coats is an individual residing in Salt Lake County, State of 
Utah. 
4. Venue and jurisdiction are proper in the above-entitled court. 
Factual Allegations 
5. By virtue of a long series of property transactions, in late 2005, Plaintiff and 
Defendant Peter Coats became joint owners of two parcels of property in South 
Jordan, Utah, hereinafter referred to as the North and South Parcels, 
respectively. Plaintiff owned an undivided 9.82% interest, and Peter Coats 
owned an undivided 90.18% interest. 
6. The North Parcel is more completely described as follows: 
BEGINNING at the Northeast Corner of Lot 66, CLOVER RIDGE SUBDIVISION, 
according to the official plat thereof on file in the office of the Salt Lake County 
Recorder, said point also being approximately North 1772.1 feet and East 
2138.3 feet and North 88o50' East 14.57 feet from the Southwest corner of 
Section 23, Township 3 South, Range 1 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and 
running thence along said subdivision and along Beckstead Ditch and the 
following 6 courses; thence South 40°4r00n East 66.600 feet; thence South 
29c03'48" East 82.820 feet; thence South 08o54,12', East 177.830 feet; thence 
South 13#42'31" West 189.140 feet; thence South 2Q052,51" West 159.920 feet; 
thence South 34°43'34M West 24.457 feet; thence leaving said subdivision and 
Beckstead ditch South 43e01'38" East 233.131 feet; thence East 322.520 feet; 
thence North 87o38'20" East 60.000 feet to a point on a 620.000 foot radius 
curve to the left (Bearing to center is North 87°38'20" East, Delta = 00°25*37"); 
thence along the arc of said curve 4.620 feet; thence East 348.189 feet to the 
West line of the Jordan River; thence along the West line of the Jordan River the 
following 7 courses: North 27°25,10" West 38.061 feet; thence North 05°38'20" 
West 117.441 feet; thence North 21°43,06" East 293.569 feet; thence North 
42°30,10" East 185.301 feet; thence North 58e05'10" East 74.469 feet; thence 
North 3 r i3 '43" East 140.562 feet; thence North 13o56'07" East 134.448 feet; 
thence leaving the West line of the Jordan River South 88°50'00" West 1258.843 
feet to the point of beginning. 
Tax Serial Number 27-23-376-019 
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7. The South Parcel is more completely described as follows: 
BEGINNING at a point South 88°50"00" West 4.587 feet and South 
651.760 feet from the Northeast corner of Lot 66 of Clover Ridge 
Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof on file in the office of the 
Salt Lake County Recorder, said point also being approximately North 
1119.2 feet and East 2133.7 feet and North 88°50' East 14.57 feet from 
the Southwest comer of Section 23, Township 3 South, Range 1 West, 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and running thence along said subdivision 
and along Beckstead Ditch and following 7 courses; thence South 
34°43'34" West 138.323 feet; thence South 15°21'03" West 188.830 feet; 
thence South 03°39'36" West 163.570 feet; thence South 20°27'08" East 
69.790 feet; thence South 76°08'52" East 155.360 feet; thence South 
64°28'31" East 200.900 feet; thence South 33°33'28" East 91.680 feet; 
thence leaving said subdivision but continuing along the Beckstead ditch 
South 10°56'19" East 403.30 feet; thence leaving the Beckstead ditch 
East 732.177 feet to the West line of the Jordan River; thence along the 
West line of the Jordan River the following 5 courses; thence North 
29c54'01" East 336.184 feet; thence North 07°22'27" West 270.659 feet; 
thence North 51°28'14" West 165.537 feet; thence North 39°50'14" West 
174.332 feet; thence North 27°25'10" West 170.263 feet; thence leaving 
the West line of the Jordan River West 348.189 feet to a point on a 
620.000 foot radius curve to the right (Bearing to center is North 87°12'43" 
East, Delta = 00°25'37"); thence along the arc of said curve 4.620 feet; 
thence South 87°38'20" West 60.00 feet; thence West 322.520 feet; 
thence North 43°0r38" West 233.131 feet to the point of beginning. 
Tax Serial Number 27-23-376-020 
8. Defendant Peter Coats and Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon were previously 
married, having been divorced in a bifurcated proceeding. Said divorce action is 
still pending with issues related to property division remaining unresolved. 
9. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon asserted claim to both the North and South 
Parcels by virtue of her marriage. In asserting her claims, Defendant Caroline 
Coats Graydon caused various Lis Pendens and other documents to be filed with 
WARD V. GRAYDON, ET AL 
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the Office of the Salt Lake County Recorder to reflect her claim of interest in both 
the North and South Parcels. 
10. Both the North and South Parcels were subject to Trust Deeds in favor of Peter 
Coats' mother, Isabel Coats. Isabel Coats is also the grandmother of Plaintiff 
Michael Ward, who is the nephew of Peter Coats. 
11. As part of the divorce proceeding, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon was 
granted a power of attorney to deal with the marital property, including its sale 
and disposition. 
12. Isabel Coats proceeded to foreclose on her Trust Deeds over the two parcels in 
the fall of 2005. 
13. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon requested from the Court entry of a 
temporary restraining order forbidding the sale of the property, asserting various 
grounds and bases. Ultimately, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon and Isabel 
Coats entered into a Stipulation. 
14. The Amended Stipulation required Isabel Coats' cooperation in the sale of the 
property, agreed to a cancellation of the Notice of Default and recognized Isabel 
Coat's ownership of an undivided 9.82% interest in both the north and south 
parcels. 
15. Subsequent to the entry of the Stipulation, Isabel Coats transferred her 
ownership interest in the North and South Parcels to Plaintiff Michael Ward in 
consideration of $150,000.00 and other consideration. 
WARD V. GRAYDON, ET AL 
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16. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon has asserted a claim, in other litigation, that 
Michael Ward interfered with her ability to sell the property. 
17. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon has claimed that she had buyers ready, 
willing and able to purchase both parcels of property in the fall of 2005 for an 
amount in excess of $5,000,000.00. 
18. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon never sold the property and, following 
December 2005, took no further action to attempt to sell the property. 
19. Isabel Coats commenced a second foreclosure proceeding against the two 
parcels in the spring of 2006. 
20. By the fall of 2006, Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon filed another motion for 
temporary restraining orders. The matter was contested in an evidentiary 
hearing on converting Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon's motion for temporary 
restraining order into a preliminary injunction was held before the Honorable 
Tyrone Medley on 5 December 2006. At the conclusion of said hearing, Judge 
Medley concluded that Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon had not presented a 
case adequate for the issuance of a preliminary injunction, and therefore 
dissolved the temporary restraining order. 
21. Following the dissolution of the temporary restraining order, Isabel Coats 
proceeded with the foreclosure sale. 
22. The foreclosure sale was set for 14 February, 2007. 
WARD v. GRAYDON, ET AL. 
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23. In the month prior to the trustee's sale, Defendant Peter Coats worked diligently 
to procure a purchaser for the property. 
24. in the weeks and days proceeding the foreclosure sale, Defendant Peter Coats 
was the procuring cause of various offers of purchase. At least one of the offers 
of purchase was to purchase the only North Parcel for $5,200,000.00. Plaintiff 
Michael Ward and Defendant Peter Coats accepted that offer. 
25. Defendant Caroline Coats Graydon did not accept this offer. 
26. In the weeks and days preceding the Trustee's Sale, both Defendants made 
proposals or demands for conditions for closing. Plaintiff told both Defendants 
that he would accept either set. Defendants never agreed on a set of closing 
instructions and did not accept any offer. 
27. None of the offers to purchase were ever accepted since Defendant Caroline 
Coats Graydon would not accept any offer. 
28. At the time of the actual Trustee's Sale, on 15 March 2007, the property had very 
recently been subject to offers to purchase for $5,200,000.00. 
29. Plaintiff Michael Ward indicated the both Defendants that he would accept any 
reasonable proposals for closing instruction which either of them might propose. 
30. No offer was accepted because Defendants could never agree on any terms for 
acceptance. 
WARD v. GRAYDON, ETAL. 
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31. Accordingly, the property was sold at Trustee's Sale on 15 March 2007, for the 
amount of $3,600,000.00. After the satisfaction of the costs of sale, attorneys' 
fees, interest and principal, there was left, as excess proceeds of $1,989,789.03. 
32. Had Defendants accepted either of the offers, Plaintiff would have been entitled 
to 9.82% of $5.2 million or $510,640.00. Instead, Plaintiff received only 
$195,397.28, representing 9.82% of the excess proceeds. 
33. Plaintiff was one of the successful purchasers at the trustee's sale and was 
allowed a credit of 9.82% of the excess proceeds against his share of the 
purchase price. 
34. The amount attributed to Plaintiff, $195,397.28, represents 9.82% of the 
Trustee's Sale proceeds after satisfaction of the two Trust Deeds encumbering 
the property. 
35. In advance of the Trustee's Sale, Defendant Peter Coats and Isabel Coats 
provided affidavits in which they each stated that the 9.82% interest was to be 
superior in right and title to the two Trust Deeds. 
36. In order to facilitate the sale, Plaintiff agreed that his 9.82% would be treated as 
junior to the two Trust Deeds, in order to attempt to maximize the sales 
proceeds. 
37. As the direct and proximate result of the Defendants' acts and/or omissions, 
Plaintiff has been damaged in the amount of not less than $315,242.72. 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays judgment against Defendants, jointly and severally, 
as follows: 
a. For damages in the amount of not less than $315,242.72; 
b. For attorneys' fees and costs of court as the same may be allowed by law; 
and 
c. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
DATED this 24 -day of February, 2008. 
;rad C. Smtfh 
attorney for Plaintiff 
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